
The next generation of pigeon clock has arrived in the BENZING family – and it’s faster, more 
precise and better looking than ever before. Our highest specification pigeon clock to date. 
Enjoy the BENZING M3 as part of a full suite of race technologies that perform perfectly together. 
Advanced technology that’s primed for the future of the pigeon sport.
  

BECOME A RACE KING WITH BENZING M3 

Easy operation with
touchscreen + extra 
large colour display

0.001 seconds
precise

10,000 pigeons +
Multi fancier mode

Up to 64
Speed² antennas

Functional test of
antennas and rings

High-performance
processor

Louder
Speaker + AUX

Live transmission
with BENZING 
Live SMART HUB



Based on the state-of-the-art PLB technology
High Speed clocking and wide reading range
Flat (2.7 cm/1“) and water resistant
Available with 1 or 4 reading fields (sensor coils) 
on one G2 antenna
1 field G2 antennas can be arranged directly 
next to each other
Status display LED for function tests

High Speed reading capability
Double security - pigeons are timed twice
Flat and resistant to rain or splashing water
50 % reduced power consumption
Pigeons are timed over the entire surface
with no dead zones
Timing up to 36 pigeons/second with
just one antenna
Includes 3m (10 feet) connection cable

ANTENNAS 
AT A GLANCE

How to connect the BENZING M3 in your loft?
Up to three 12 field Speed² antennas or six 8 field Speed² antennas can be connected to the BENZING M3 system without an additional power supply

The system can be extended to a maximum of 64 PLB Speed² or G2 antennas at any time using the PLB power adapter.

SPEED² ANTENNAS

8 field Speed² Antenna
47.5 x 30 cm
18.7 x 11.8“

12 field Speed² Antenna
76.5 x 30 cm
30.1 x 11.8“

2 field G2 Antenna
28 x 26 cm
11 x 10.2“

1 field G2 Antenna
15 x 19 cm
5.9 x 7.5“

4 field G2 Antenna
56 x 26 cm
22 x 10.2“

3x12 field Speed² antenna
6x8  field Speed² antenna
10x1 field G2 antenna

GPS

PLB power adapter

G2 ANTENNAS
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GANTNER Pigeons Systems GmbH
Montafonerstr. 10 l 6780 Schruns l Austria
T +43 5556 20620 l info@benzing.cc
www.benzing.cc


